The French Connection

In The French Connection, best-selling
author and interior designer Betty Lou
Phillips offers a fresh approach on
distinctive, pleasing interiors that are at
once a bit English, a dash Swedish, a trace
Italian-and, mais oui!-a bit French. The
author of seven best-selling books on
French design, including Villa Decor,
Unmistakably French, and Secrets of
French Design, Phillips now shatters the
notion that a room must have elements
from one culture only and instead
assembles a veritable bazaar of choices that
showcase the best from a wide world of
countries and cultures. For a generation or
more, the assumption was that it was best
to stick with one furniture style and period.
Phillips encourages a move beyond that
notion, to push the borders of design,
creating pleasing and livable interiors that
cull the best design elements and styles
from Europe, Eastern Europe, and even the
Far East. She shows how to achieve a truly
artful mix of comfort and chic.The French
Connection effortlessly mixes and mingles
in a way that is far from stylistically
limiting-sometimes satisfying our cravings
close to home, other times taking far-flung
journeys to places that ultimately
revolutionize our thinking. Purists, rejoice
... Phillips explains French styling in the
context of French history.
-USA
TodayBetty Lou Phillips is the author of
the award-winning Villa Decor: Decidedly
French and Italian Style, plus Secrets of
French Design, Unmistakably French,
French Influences, French by Design, and
Provencal Interiors: French Country Style
in America. A professional member of the
American Society of Interior Designers,
her work has appeared in magazines and
newspapers throughout the country,
including Southern Accents, Traditional
Home, Decor, Better Homes and Gardens
Decorating, Bedroom & Bath, Window &
Wall, Paint Decor, and more. Additionally,
she has appeared on the Christopher
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Lowell Show and the Oprah Winfrey
Show. She lives in Dallas, Texas.

The French Connection is a 1971 American crime thriller film directed by William Friedkin. The screenplay, written by
Ernest Tidyman, is based on RobinThe French Connection or French Connection may refer to: French Connection, an
infamous 1960s-1970s drug trafficking schemeClassic cop film with frequent profanity, violence. Read Common Sense
Medias The French Connection review, age rating, and parents guide. That latter part, The French Connection, is what
were looking at this week, as its time to go back and listen to what the Killer Joe director had toThe French Connection:
A True Account of Cops, Narcotics, and International Conspiracy is a non-fiction book by Robin Moore first published
in 1969 about the - 6 min - Uploaded by AkiFamous train/car chase scene from the French Connection movie. Critics
Consensus: Realistic, fast-paced and uncommonly smart, The French Connection is bolstered by stellar performances by
GeneReleased in 1971, The French Connection set a new standard for American crime films with a tough, gritty New
York style that was often imitated for the rest ofFrench Connection II is a 1975 crime drama film starring Gene
Hackman and directed by John Frankenheimer. It is a fictional sequel to the initially true story of - 3 min - Uploaded by
HThis is the trailer for The French Connection (1971) starting Gene Hackman and Roy Scheider : The French
Connection: Gene Hackman, Roy Scheider, Fernando Rey, Tony Lo Bianco, Marcel Bozzuffi, Frederic de Pasquale, Bill
Hickman, Ann - 3 min - Uploaded by FHEfoxconnectNew York City detectives Popeye Doyle (Gene Hackman) and
Buddy Russo (Roy Scheider) hope Complete plot summary of The French Connection, written by specialists and
reviewed by film experts. The French Connection is routinely included, along with Bullitt, Diva and Raiders of the Lost
Ark, on the short list of movies with theThe French Connection (1971) is director William Friedkins brilliant, fast-paced,
brutally-realistic police/crime film - his commercial break-through film (The time
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